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Important   Dates  

●   11/4    -   School   Committee   Meeting  
● 11/11   -   Veterans   Day   -   No   School  
● 11/14    -    Elementary   Schools:   PD   Day,  

SHS/GMS:   Conferences   (no   school)  
● 11/18    -   School   Committee   Meeting  
● 11/26    -   Building   Committee   Meeting  
● 11/28-11/29   Thanksgiving   Break  

 

Connect   with   Us  
Judy   Paolucci,   Superintendent   *    231-6606  
jpaolucci@smithfield-ps.org  
www.smithfield-ps.org  
http://judypaolucci.edublogs.org/  

   District   Twitter   feed  

   Judy   Paolucci’s   Twitter   feed  

 

Happy   Thanksgiving  
Dedicated   teachers,   a   supportive  
community,   strong   family   values,  
and   living   in   a   beautiful   town   in   a  
country   that   values   personal  
freedom   all   should   be   valued   and  
acknowledged.   Thank   you   for   all  
that   you   do   to   contribute   to   the  
quality   of   life   for   our   students   in  
Smithfield.                                                 ~Judy   Paolucci  

 

Smithfield   Student   Growth   on   State   Assessments   in   Top  
Tier   of   All   Districts   in   Rhode   Island  
Not   surprisingly,   the   RICAS   test   scores   across   the   state   rose   in  
2019,   the   second   year   of   implementing   the   new   testing   across  
grades   3-8.   The   results   in   Smithfield   were   also   higher   this   year,  
compared   to   2018:    5   percentage   points   higher   in   ELA   and   1  
percentage   point   higher   in   mathematics.    In   individual   schools,  
results   varied,   though   we   are   always   careful   not   to   over-interpret  
changes   over   one   year   in   individual   schools,   as   natural   variations  
and   cohort   effects   sometimes   skew   performance   measures.    
 

We   have   placed   a   significant   effort   over   the   past   two   years   to  
improve   writing   instruction   and   are   finding   these   efforts   are  
paying   off,   as   items   requiring   a   written   response   generally  
received   higher   points   on   the   2019   test   than   in   2018.   Instructional  
improvements   in   mathematics,   including   curriculum   revision,   new  
instructional   materials   for   the   middle   school,   and   a   pacing   guide,  
were   implemented   much   later,   and   are   expected   to   affect  
performance   in   subsequent   years.    
 

LaPerche   Elementary   School   assessment   results,   which   were   in  
the   top   tier   of   results   across   the   state   in   2018,   saw   a   slight   decline  
this   year,   though   the   scores,   76%   and   48%   meeting   or   exceeding  
expectations,   respectively,   for   ELA   and   mathematics,   remain   at  
the   top   in   Smithfield   and   near   the   top   across   the   state.    Gallagher  
Middle   School   ELA   scores   showed   the   greatest   increase   in   the   
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Halloween   Science   Show  
On   October   30th   and  
31st,   fifth   grade  
students   across   the  
district   were   treated   to  
a   science   lesson   with   a  
Halloween   theme.  
Admittedly,   it   was   as  
enjoyable   to   prepare  
for   and   share   these  
“spooky”   science  
demonstrations   with  
the   students   as   it   was  
to   learn   some   science   in   a   different   way.  
 

Students   learned   about   combustion  
reactions   as   flames   shot   out   of   the   eyes  
of   a   pumpkin   and   blue   light   filled   a   large  
water   container.    They   considered  
evidence   of   chemical   reactions   as   they  
saw   water   being   changed   to   punch   then  
to   milk   then   to   Sprite.   
 

While   some   demonstrations   may   have  
looked   like   magic,   our   students   know  
that   there’s   a   logical   scientific  
explanation   behind   each   phenomenon!  
 

 

 
Visit   the   LaPerche   PTO   Website   for   ways   to  
support   Noah   Antunes       rclaperchepta.org/  
 
 
 
 
 
 

State   Assessment   Results   (continued   from   page   1)  
district,   moving   from   41%   meeting   or   exceeding   expectations   in  
2018   to   54%   in   2019.    For   mathematics,   McCabe   Elementary  
School   saw   the   greatest   gain,   moving   from   36%   meeting   or  
exceeding   expectations   in   2018   to   42%   in   2019.   Winsor   Elementary  
School   results   increases   appreciably   in   both   ELA   and  
mathematics,   with   ELA   jumping   from   60%   to   67%   and  
mathematics   moving   from   36%   to   40%.    The   assessment   results  
for   OCRS   showed   a   significant   decline   in   ELA,   from   50%   to   38%,  
while   math   remained   at   21%.    
 

Where   Smithfield   shines   is   in   student   growth.    Growth   is   measured  
as   a   Student   Growth   Percentile   (SGP).    SGPs   describe   the   relative  
location   of   a   student’s   current   score   compared   to   the   current  
scores   of   students   with   similar   score   histories.   The   location   in   the  
reference   group   of   academic   peers   is   expressed   as   a   percentile  
rank.   For   example,   a   student   earning   an   SGP   of   80   performed   as  
well   or   better   than   80   percent   of   her   academic   peers.   For   ELA,   the  
percent   of   students   with   typical   and   high   growth   was   5th   in   the  
state   and   the   average   SGP   was   tied   for   3rd.    For   math,    the   percent  
of   students   with   typical   and   high   growth   was   3rd   in   the   state   and  
the   average   SGP   was   tied   for   2nd.   These   results,   along   with   the  
results   of   other   Rhode   Island   districts,   can   be   found   on   the   RIDE  
website    https://lms.backpack.education/public/ride .  
 

Comparisons   with   state   results,   with   the   results   of   other   districts,  
and   with   our   results   from   last   year   are   easy   to   make   but   tell   little  
about   what   we   can   do   to   boost   the   performance   of   our   students.  
As   we   analyze   released   items   and   items   correlated   to   specific  
standards,   we   will   be   better   able   to   identify   specific   weaknesses  
and   strengths   and   make   associated   curriculum   adjustments.  
 

To   be   clear   -   we’re   not   interested   solely   in   test   scores   but   test  
scores   are   measures   of   student   performance   and   we   care   deeply  
about   the   performance   of   our   students   in   core   academic   areas,  
such   as   ELA   and   mathematics.   We   also   care   deeply   about   our  
students’   social-emotional   learning   and   happiness   and   will  
continue   to   apply   effort   in   those   areas   as   well.  
 

 
 

 
 
Veteran�,   than�   yo�  
fo�   you�   servic�  
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District   Policies  
The   School   Committee   policies   are  
located   on   the   district   website   under  
district   info   (also   directly   at  
https://policies.smithfield-ps.org/ ).    In  
October,   the   threat   assessment   team  
policy   was   introduced.    A   new   state   law  
requires   the   creation   of   school   threat  
assessment   teams   to   address   potential  
threats   posed   by   individuals.  
Additionally,   policies   for   addressing  
complains   and   for   communications  
between   the   School   Committee   and   staff  
were   drafted   and   presented   for   a   first  
reading   in   October.  

 
It’s   Smithfield   Calling! 

 
When   any   one   of   our   schools   makes  
calls   to   the   community,   the   number  
shown,   1-401-349-0928   (North  
Providence),   doesn’t   indicate   that   it’s   a  
call   from   the   school   system.   Our   calling  
system,   the   Apptegy/Thrillshare   system,  
utilizes   a   Cox   phone   number   registered  
to   Smithfield   Public   Schools.    The  
readout   may   say   North   Providence   due  
to   Cox   settings,   but   the   call   number   it  
originates   from   is   always   401-349-0928.   
 

In   some   cases,   our   calls   are   being  
blocked.     Parents   can   add   the   number  
(1-401-349-0928)   to   their   contacts   on  
their   phone   as   "SPS"   or   "Smithfield  
Public"   and   it   will   not   get   blocked   or  
improperly   identified   -   solving   both  
issues.     Blocking   technology   is  
managed   by   phone   or   provider   and   not  
at   the   origination   source.   

Smithfield   Special   Education   Local   Advisory   Committee  
Are   you   interested   in   learning   more   about   the   Special   Education  

Parent   Advisory   Committee?  
 

The   RI   Regulations   governing   the   education   of   children   with  
disabilities   requires   districts   to   have   a   Local   Advisory   Committee  
(LAC).    In   Smithfield,   it   is   known   as   SSELAC,   the   Smithfield  
Special   Education   Local   Advisory   Committee.  
 

The   responsibility   of   the   LAC   is   to   advise   the   school   district   on  
matters   concerning   students   with   disabilities.    This   could   include  
commenting   on   improvement   plans   or   discussing   needs   within   the  
district.    Past   events   include   workshops   or   demonstrations   on  
matters   pertaining   to   students   with   disabilities.    This   committee  
meets   4   times   per   year   and   agendas   and   meeting   minutes   are  
posted   on   the   district’s    Special   Education   Web   Page .   
 

This   year,   meetings   will   be   held   October   15,   January   8,   March   12,  
and   May   19   from   6:30   -   7:30pm   at   Raymond   C.   LaPerche  
Elementary   School.    There   is   child   care   available.  
 

The   committee   is   conducting   a   survey   to   see   how   it   can   better  
meet   your   needs.    The   survey   can   be   accessed   by   clicking   on  
Special   Education   Parent   Survey .  
( https://forms.gle/9bq8Dy6qPBpYvkm37 )   
 
The   responses   to   the   survey   will   be   seen   by   only   Kristen  
Ricciardelli,   Chair   of   SSELAC,   and   used   to   gather   information   to  
better   support   the   families   in   our   town.   Please   feel   free   to   email  
her   at   kmricciardelli@gmail.com   with   any   questions.  

 
Substitutes   Needed  
Substitutes   are   needed   for   teachers,   paraprofessionals,   and  
custodians.   Substitutes   may   choose   days   they   are   available   and  
preferences   for   specific   schools.   Those   interested   in   serving   as  
substitutes   must   have   background   checks   and   qualifications   listed  
below.   Those   interested   can   apply   on   SchoolSpring.  
Custodians    -   be   physically   able   to   perform   the   job   of   custodian.  
Paraprofessionals    -   RIDE   sets   minimum   qualifications   for  
paraprofessionals:    (1)   A   high   school   diploma   or   general  
equivalency   diploma;   (2)   Completion   of   a   Teacher   Assistant  
Training   Program   approved   by   RIDE   or   have    an   associates   degree  
or   bachelors   degree   AND   complete   coursework   or    training  
consistent   with   the    teacher   assistant   program   standards ;   (3)   One  
of   the   following:   (A)   Successfully   pass   the    ParaPro   Assessment .  
OR   (B)   Complete   at   least   2   years   of   study   at   an   institution   of  
higher   education   OR   (C)   Obtain   an   associates   or   higher   degree.  
Teachers:     Must   have   a   bachelor’s   degree.  
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Blogging  
The   Super   Scoop   blog   posts   for   October  
are   titled,   “Why   Teach   Summarizing?”  
which   explains   a   tool   being   used   to  
improve   learning   and   writing   in  
Smithfield,   and   “Leadership   Beyond  
Compliance.”    To   access   this   blog,   go   to:  
www.judypaolucci.edublogs.org    .  

 

 
Reporting   Teen   Dating   Violence  
and   Sexual   Assault  
A   report   of   dating   violence   and/or   sexual  
assault   may   be   filed   with   the   principal  
and   will   be   acted   upon   according   to  
district   policy   (see  
https://policies.smithfield-ps.org/home/jic 
k-b ).   The   school   staff   shall   report   all  
aspects   of   teen   dating   violence   and  
sexual   assault   that   may   come   to   their  
attention.   The   victim,   anyone   who  
witnesses   an   incidence,   and   anyone   who  
has   credible   information   that   an   act   of  
dating   violence   or   sexual   assault   has  
taken   place   may   also   file   a   report.  
 

Students   who   observe   any   act   covered  
by   this   policy   or   who   have   reasonable  
grounds   to   believe   an   act   is   taking   or   has  
taken   place   in   violation   of   this   policy   are  
obligated   to   report   the   incident   to   school  
authorities.   Failure   to   do   so   may   result   in  
disciplinary   actions.   The   victim   of   the  
dating   violence   or   sexual   assault   shall,  
however,   not   be   subject   to   discipline   for  
failure   to   report.  

Elementary   Renovations   Update  
The   building   committee   and   the   Smithfield   School   Committee  
approved   the   schematic   design   for   the   elementary   school  
renovations   and   additions.    The   project   now   moves   into   the  
detailed   design   phase.   
 

In   addition   to   creating   more   detailed   architectural   drawings,   the  
group   is   preparing   preliminary   furniture,   technology,   and   safety  
plans   to   inform   costing   estimates.    A   playground   plan   is   also   being  
devised   for   each   building.  
 

We   post   updates   regarding   our   building   project   on   our   website:  
( https://www.smithfield-ps.org/o/smithfield-public-schools/page/con 
struction-update    )   but   these   updates   could   never   include   all   the  
details   that   are   discussed.    Our   mission   is   to   complete   all   3  
additions   and   do   as   many   renovations   to   the   existing   buildings   as  
possible,   given   our   budget.    This   is   quite   a   challenge.    $45   million  
was   the    least    amount   determined   by   our   stage   II   architects   to  
complete   the   project.   
 

As   we   work   through   the   details   of   our   stage   3   plan,   we   are   also  
learning   more   about   our   building   needs   and   other   challenges  
regarding   the   school   sites.    Our   building   committee   includes   a  
steering   committee   that   makes   a   myriad   of   preliminary   decisions  
regarding   what   can   reasonably   go   into   our   construction   bid   and  
what   will   be   an   add-alternate   (something   that   can   be   added   in   later  
if   the   budget   allows).    Our   approach   is   to   be   conservative,   since  
adding   things   in   later   is   easier   than   taking   things   out.   
 

At   this   time,   for   example,   we   are   including   a   budget   of   $500,000  
for   all   furniture   needs.   This   amount   is   rather   conservative.    Some  
existing   furniture   that   is   in   good   condition   will   be   included   in   our  
plan.    Playground   plans   will   be   similar.   
 

We   are   fortunate   to   have   a   strong   architectural   team   from   DBVW  
Architects   who   creatively   think   about   how   best   to   use   space   in   the  
most   flexible   way.    Their   knowledge   of   relative   costs   and   benefits  
of   building   materials   also   contributes   toward   a   plan   that   will   get   the  
most   for   Smithfield   with   the   funds   available.   
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Reporting   Bullying  
A   report   of   bullying   may   be   filed   by  
victims,   parents,   or   anyone   who  
witnesses   an   incidence   of   bullying.   The  
report   form   and   the   associated   policy   are  
available   on   the   district   online   policy  
manual   (see  
https://policies.smithfield-ps.org/home/jic 
k-c .   
 

Any   student   who   believes   he/she   is  
being   bullied   should   immediately   report  
such   circumstances   to   an   appropriate  
staff   member,   teacher   or   administrator.  
 

The   Smithfield   School   Department   takes  
all   reports   of   bullying   seriously   and   takes  
action   to   address   the   situation,  
regardless   if   or   if   not   a   determination   of  
bullying   is   made.   

 
SHS   Baseball   Dugouts  
Sometime   before   Thanksgiving,   the  
baseball   dugouts   and   backstop   fencing  
project   will   be   complete.    The   entire  
project   will   cost   approximately   $65,000,  
which   includes   a   $10,000   contribution  
from   the   baseball   boosters.    In   addition,  
volunteers   completed   the   masonry   work,  
allowing   for   a   much   less   costly   bottom  
line   than   would   have   been   realized  
without   this   help.    We   thank  
Representative   Bernie   Hawkins   for  
coordinating   the   efforts   of   volunteers,   the  
Smithfield   DPW   and   Town   Engineer   for  
prepping   the   field,   and   our   facilities  
director,   Angelo   Mencucci,   for  
coordinating   the   efforts   of   this   team.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Substance   Use   Prevention  

 
For   more   information   on   talking   with   your   child   about   vaping,   go   to:  
https://www.lung.org/stop-smoking/vape-talk/  

 
Tell-tale   Sign   that  
Your   Child   is   Vaping  
 
Do   you   find   these   around   the  
house?    These   covers   are   from   the  
popular   vaping   device,   JUUL.   

 
Heating/Utility   Bills   Assistance  
The   Tri-County   Community   Action   Agency   administers   the   LiHEAP  
(and   Good   Neighbor   Fund)   programs   to   residents   in   Smithfield.  
This   federal   program   assists   income   eligible   homeowners   and  
renters   alike   in   paying   their   heat/utility   bills.   In   addition   to   the  
monetary   grant,   they   can   assist   with   weatherization   measures   that  
convert   drafty   inefficient   dwellings   into   warm   energy   conserving  
homes.   They   also   receive   funding   to   assist   sometimes   with   heating  
system   and   refrigerator   replacement   (among   other   measures).  
 

Families   may   connect   with   Tri-County   directly   if   in   need.   
 

Stephanie   DiTusa,   Emergency   Services/Energy   Program   Director  
Tri-County   Community   Action   Agency  
11   Emanuel   Street,   No.   Providence,   RI   02911  
P:   (401)   519-1917    *     sditusa@tricountyri.org     *    www.tricountyri.org  
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FY21   Budget   Calendar  
Preparations   will   soon   be   underway   for  
the   2020-2021   (FY21)   budget.    There  
are   many   points   along   the   way   when  
preliminary   plans   are   shared   with   the  
community   for   input.    The   schedule,  
below,   includes   internal   and   public  
meetings.  
 

November   11-  
November   26   

Finance   director  
&   superintendent  
work   on   budget  
projection   for  
level   services  

November   25  
 

Budget   rollout   to  
directors   and  
principals   and  
budget   training  

November   26  Town   manager   &  
superintendent  
meet   to   discuss  
budget   priorities,  
projections,   goals  

December   2,  
2019,   5:30pm  
(PUBLIC)  

Joint   Town  
Council   &   School  
Committee   work  
session   (SHS  
media   center)  

December   2,  
2019,   7:00pm  
(PUBLIC)  

Discuss   budget  
parameters   and  
goals   at   regularly  
scheduled   School  
Committee   mtg  

December   16  Meeting   of   school  
administrators:  
FY21   staffing   plan   

 
 

December   20  School   budgets   due   to   finance   director  

January   6   -   14  Individual   meetings   with   superintendent,   asst.
superintendent,   &   school   director   of   finance   to
defend,   review,   &   revise   budgets  

January   6  Town   finance   director   submits   budget   forms   to
department   directors   and   agencies.  

January   21,   5:30  
p.m.   (PUBLIC)  

School   budget   workshop   held   prior   to   regular  
School   Committee   meeting:   Staffing   

Monday,   February   3,  
5:30   p.m.   (PUBLIC)   

Budget   workshop   held   prior   to   regular   School
Committee   meeting:   Non-staffing   needs/draft  
budget  

February   (TBD)  
(PUBLIC)  

Joint   meeting   with   Town   Council   and   School  
Committee   to   discuss   preliminary   budget  

February   7  Budget   requests   from   town   departments  
forwarded   to   town   manager  

February   24*,   2020  
7:00   p.m.   (PUBLIC)  

Preliminary   FY20   school   budget   presented   at
regular   School   Committee   meeting  

March   12,   2020  Town   manager   transmits   proposed   budget  
reports   to   the   Town   Council  

March   24,   2020   at  
5:00   pm   (PUBLIC)  

Town   Council   budget   work   session  

April   9,   2020  Town   Manager   submits   proposed   budget   to  
the   Town   Council  

May   12,   7:00pm  
SHS   Auditorium  
(PUBLIC)  

Financial   Town   Meeting:    Town   Council  
conducts   public   hearing   and   makes  
amendments   it   deems   appropriate  

June   11,   7:00   pm  
SHS   Auditorium  
(PUBLIC)  

Town   Considers   Approval   of   Final   FY20  
Capital   and   Operating   Budgets   at   Annual  
Town   Financial   Meeting  

*Subject   to   Revision  
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XQ+RI   Update  
Smithfield   High   School   was   1   of   20   high  
schools   in   the   state   to   receive   a   $25,000  
XQ+RI   planning   grant   to   create   a   school  
redesign   proposal,   which   is   due   in  
January   2020.    The   ultimate   goal   of   the  
redesign   is   to   “develop   students   who   are  
fully   engaged   in   their   own   learning   and  
fully   prepared   for   the   future.”   
 

So   what   does   this   look   like   in   Smithfield?  
 

Imagine   a   school   where   students   are  
given   the   space   and   flexibility   in   the  
school   day   to   be   connected   with  
community   partners   to   solve   problems  
and   investigate   challenges.    Flexible  
blocks   of   time   and   a   state-of-the-art  
innovation   center   would   provide   students  
with   authentic,   real-world   experiences  
aligned   with   the   SHS   Vision   of   a  
Graduate.   Teachers   would   support   our  
students   through   a   coaching   and  
facilitation   model   that   helps   them  
achieve   their   goals.  
 

This   vision   is   what   the   Core   Project   and  
Design   Teams   are   developing   with   the  
help   of   our   most   valuable   stakeholder:  
students.    The   Core   Project   Team   has  
been   engaged   in   a   series   of   two-day  
Design   Camps   with   XQ,   Transcend,   and  
the   RI   Department   of   Education   to   turn  
our   vision   into   a   viable   grant   proposal.   
 

The   next   steps   include   a   site   visit   to   1   of  
5   XQ   Super   Schools,   a   Teaching   and  
Learning   Design   Day,   and   a   two-day  
design   camp   in   December.    If   you   would  
like   to   get   involved   with   this   opportunity,  
please   email   Sara   Monaco  
( smonaco@smithfield-ps.org ).   We   are  
looking   for   additional   team   members!  

PSAT/SAT   Results  
The   Rhode   Island   Department   of   Education   has   released   the  
results   from   the   April   2019   administration   of   PSATs   and   SATs.  
This   is   the   second   year   that   the   tests   were   administered   to   10th  
and   11th   graders   as   a   part   of   the   state’s   accountability   system.  
While   the   results   were   relatively   flat   statewide,   Smithfield   saw  
increases   in   PSAT   English   Language   Arts,   with   77%   of   students  
meeting   or   exceeding   benchmarks   in   2019   compared   to   70%   in  
2018.,   Over   the   past   3   years,   SAT   Mathematics   varied   widely  
between   cohorts,   as   58%   met   benchmarks   in   2017,   35%   in   2018,  
and   49%   in   2019.    SHS   saw   decreases   of   54%   to   37%   in   PSAT  
Mathematics   and   70%   to   66%   in   SAT   English   Language   Arts.  
Participation   rates   in   Smithfield   rose   to   an   all-time   high   of   100%  
and   99.5%   for   PSATs   and   SATs   respectively.   
 

What   does   it   mean   to   “meet   expectations”   on   the   SAT?    The   state  
has   adopted   the   SAT   College   and   Career   Readiness   Benchmarks  
of   480   on   Evidence-Based   Reading   and   Writing   and   530   on   Math  
as   the   definition   of   proficiency.    It   is   predicted   that   students   who  
achieve   these   scores   have   a   75%   likelihood   of   achieving   a   C   or  
better   in   a   credit-bearing   college   course   related   to   that   subject  
area.   
 

The   high   school   continues   to   focus   on   curriculum   implementation  
and   pacing   in   order   to   improve   student   achievement.    The  
mathematics   department   is   in   the   throws   of   implementing   the  
newly   adopted   enVisions   math   program,   which   has   been  
highly-rated   and   meets   the   state’s   definition   of   a   high-quality  
curriculum   program.    For  
the   remainder   of   the   year,  
the   teachers   will   continue   to  
engage   in   collaborative  
professional   learning  
related   to   the   new  
mathematics   program.    It   is  
important   that   we   remain  
committed   to   these   school  
improvement   efforts  
outlined   in   the   strategic  
plan   in   order   to   best-serve  
our   students   and  
community.  
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This   Month’s   Spotlight:   Old   County   Road   School  
The   Old   County   Road   School   community   is   in   its   second   year   of   implementation   of   the   Responsive  
Classroom   approach   and   we   are   focusing   on   the   social   and   emotional   competencies   of   C.A.R.E.S.;  

cooperation,   assertiveness,   responsibility,   empathy,  
and   self-control.   One   example   of   this   focus   is   the  
partnership   of   Mrs.   Paolino’s   4th   grade   classroom  
and   Mrs.   Mariotti’s   1st   grade   classroom   in   what  
they   are   calling   “C.A.R.E.S.   4   one”.   The   C.A.R.E.S.  
4   one   partnership   is   an   illustration   of   cooperation,  
students’   ability   to   form   new,   positive   relationships  
and   make   a   contribution   to   the   greater   school  
community.  

 
In   another   example   of   the   OCRS   community’s   focus   on  
cooperation   and   assertiveness,   a   team   of   five   staff  
members   are   attending   the   Recess   Rocks   in   RI   training  
program.   Recess   Rocks   in   RI   is   a   program   offered   by  
Playworks,   a   non-profit   organization   that   focuses   on   the  
power   of   play   to   transform   children’s   social   and  
emotional   health.   

 
Our   goal   is   to   contribute   to   a   positive   school  
culture   by   leveraging   the   power   of   safe,   fun,   and  
healthy   play   at   school   every   day.   Through   two  
days   of   training,   the   OCRS   team   of   staff   members  
are   learning   how   to   teach   students   to   be   able   to  
improve   their   conflict   resolution   skills,   increase  
their   self-confidence,   and   develop   problem   solving  
strategies,   all   through   the   power   of   play.  
 
Families   can   learn   more   about   Responsive  
Classroom   at  
https://www.responsiveclassroom.org/about/  
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